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In Calgary, Canada’s oil capital, one company is changing how pipeline data is captured – even here in North 
Dakota, where nearly 27,000 miles of gathering pipelines operate and traditional inspections are costly. INGU 
Solutions and their innovative sensors, Pipers®, are creating a safer, more efficient future for pipeline leak 
detection and prevention.

INGU’s founder John van Pol started the company in 2014, after learning of the difficulties operators face while 
inspecting certain pipelines. He also saw that the cost of shutting down operations to perform inspections was 
prohibitive. Working to solve these problems, INGU designed the first Pipers® – small enough to fit and collect 
data in almost any operational pipeline, even those considered unpiggable or inaccessible. As of March 2020, 
INGU has screened more than 150 pipelines, totalling over 430 miles.

The field deployment of the Pipers® is simple. INGU sends Pipers® to the site, and an operator activates them 
and drops them into an operational pipeline. For up to 24 hours, it will flow freely, collecting data, after which it 
is retrieved from a designated point.

The collected data highlights INGU’s capabilities. Pipers® are 2.2 inches in diameter and are able to withstand 
pressures up to 1,450 psi, and operate between -4 and 140 °F. Pipers® contain multiple sensors, including a pressure 
sensor to identify blockages, an acoustic sensor to detect leaks, and a magnetometer to assess the wall condition.

Once retrieved, the Pipers® are sent back to INGU where the data is extracted and analyzed, and the results are 
provided to the operators, who only pay for the information they need. This allows for informed decisions and 
deeper insights about their pipelines, with zero downtime – resulting in a more efficient inspection with better 
leak prevention and detection.

INGU’s success also comes from recognition by some of the industry’s biggest players. INGU was one of the 
first companies selected by Chevron Technology Ventures’ Catalyst Program in 2017. Another boost to INGU’s 
reputation came in May of 2018, as the company was selected by iPIPE (Intelligent Pipeline Integrity Program) 
to verify its leak detection and prevention capabilities throughout the pipelines of North Dakota. 

iPIPE is a consortium of industry leaders, focusing on the development of emergent technologies to help avoid 
leaks in real-world settings. The representatives saw the potential of the Pipers® in one of the most difficult 
aspects of the entire industry, and the field tests confirmed the leak prevention capability of the Pipers®. 

“North Dakota is a state with a lot of gathering pipelines. That’s really our sweet spot in the market,” John told 
host Russel Treat on a recent episode of The Pipeliners Podcast. “When the first iPIPE pitch session came, we 
took the opportunity and pitched our project, and fortunately we got selected as one of the first companies to 
participate in the iPIPE program.” 

But iPIPE was just the beginning. Other global programs are now taking notice, such as Forbes, who selected 
INGU as one of 19 (out of 3,000 competitors) “Innovative Tech Startups to Watch”. INGU received a top ten 
placement at the Most Promising Companies at the 2019 Rice Alliance Startup Roundup in Houston. And in 
November, INGU received growth capital from Energy Innovation Capital and Chevron Technology Ventures, 
allowing it to scale its operations.

Pipers® are used in oil and gas fields all around the world. With their proven ability to detect leaks, improve 
pipeline safety, and save operators time and money, the INGU difference is a welcome addition to the industry.
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